News From Around PA

University of Pittsburgh’s Frick Fine Arts Library placed several LGBTQ coloring books on display, which include “Cute Boys,” “Drag Queens of the South,” and “The Big Gay Alphabet Coloring Book.”

University of Pittsburgh is trying to prevent the appearance of conservative speaker Ben Shapiro. They now want to charge the sponsor, The Young America’s Foundation, an additional $5,500 for “security costs.”

State Senator John Gordner (R-Columbia) is drafting legislation to prevent Gov. Tom Wolf from forcing PA counties to buy new voting machines. He wants to require legislative approval before any PA governor can force counties to buy new machines and set up a commission to gather public input and develop recommendations.

News From National Scene

The 16th Miss Universe Pageant will feature a “transgender woman”—a biological male. “Angela” says, if “she” wins, “[I]t would be a win for human rights,” further stating: “Trans women have been persecuted and erased for so long. If they give me the crown, it would show trans women are just as much women as cis women.”

A Michigan legislator is pushing bills that would impose a fine on distributing plastic straws unless requested and ban single-use plastic items such as cotton swabs, cutlery, and plates.

A key group of lawmakers has struck a deal with two groups, the H-2B Workforce Coalition, and the Seasonal Employment Alliance, to double the number of H2B guest worker visas from 66,000 to 132,000 annually. This action would be buried deep in one of the omnibus spending bills!

A so-called “wellness to-go” vending machine will be installed in the Yale University campus’s Good Life Center before winter break. Accessible 24 hours a day and seven days a week, the machine will offer the Plan B morning-after pill, condoms, lube, and other over-the-counter meds.

Tumblr has dropped all “sexual content and nudity.” News of the porn purge has not set well with homosexual activists. Apple’s App store quickly dumped Tumblr after the discovery.
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